
Accessories Catalogue



Embrace 
your uniqueness

Experience the true Mitsubishi essence  
with our Genuine Accessories. 
Meticulously crafted by our expert engineers, these accessories are tailor-made 
to seamlessly complement your vehicle, elevating your driving experience to new 
heights. Designed to cater to your individual needs and lifestyle, our Genuine 
Accessories are the result of the same passionate team that brought your car 
to life. Rest assured, they are backed by their own 5-year accessory warranty, 
ensuring absolute peace of mind.
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Door mirror cover 
Chromed.
MZ315421

Exterior Styling
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Side garnish
Stylish. Piano black. 
MZ315452B
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 Shark fin antenna 
Black. MZ315422
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Exterior Styling

 Tailgate garnish
Brushed silver. 
MZ315449S

 Tailgate garnish
Piano black.
MZ315449B
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Alloy wheel 17” 
Grey diamond cut finish. MZ315420
Recommended tyre size: 205/45 R17 

Alloy wheel 17” 
Grey diamond cut finish. MZ315419.
Recommended tyre size: 205/45 R17 

Alloy wheel 17” 
Black diamond cut finish. MQ006665.
Recommended tyre size: 205/45 R17 

Alloy wheel 16” 
Grey diamond cut finish. MZ315418.
Recommended tyre size: 195/55 R16 
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Exterior Styling

Alloy wheel 16” 
Silver finish. MZ315417.
Recommended tyre size: 195/55 R16 

Alloy wheel 16” 
Black diamond cut finish. MQ007864.
Recommended tyre size: 195/55 R16 

Steel wheel cover 15”
Silver wheel cover.  
MQ006666 
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Interior Styling & Comfort02

Elevate your Mitsubishi experience 
with Genuine Accessories. Crafted 
with passion and expertise, 
they enhance safety, durability, 
and performance while perfectly 
complementing your vehicle’s 
style and functionality.
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Armrest
MZ315423

Rubber mat set
MZ315430

Textile mat set
Comfort. MZ315433.

Textile mat set
Elegance. MZ315432.
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Entry guard
Plastic. 
Illuminated MZ315429
Regular MZ315428 (no ill.)

Sport pedals
Brushed alloy - for manual transmission. MZ315385

Sport pedals
Brushed alloy - for automatic transmission. MZ315386
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Interior Styling & Comfort

Travel & Comfort System
Coat hanger. MME03C03

Side window deflector set 
For front windows. MZ315439

Travel & Comfort System 
Foldable table. MME03C05

Travel & Comfort System
Hook hanger. MME03C04
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Safety & Protection 03

Experience perfection with Mitsubishi Motors Genuine Accessories.  
Designed in tandem with your vehicle, they boast a flawless fit and seamless 
functionality. Unlock the full potential of your Mitsubishi and enjoy years of 
optimal performance with these tailored accessories by your side.
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Trunk mat
MZ315434

Trunk tray
Reversible. MZ315435

Boot organiser
MZ315394

Separation rack
Black coated. MZ315425

Trunk tray
Classic. MZ315464
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Sun blinds
Side windows and rear windows.
MZ315437

Sun blind
Side windows.
MZ315438

Alarm system 
MZ315354
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Safety & Protection

Mudguards
For front and rear.
MZ315356 

Safety pack
First aid kit, warning triangle and safety vest.
MZ315059
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Transport & Leisure

5-YEAR WARRANTY
Enjoy complete peace of mind with our 5-year warranty. Mitsubishi Motors 
Genuine Accessories seamlessly integrate with your vehicle, becoming an 
integral part of its identity. Rest assured, every Genuine Accessory is backed by 
its own dedicated 5-year warranty, ensuring utmost confidence in your choice.

04

Retractable towbar package 
MZ315442K1

Detachable towbar package 
MZ315441K1

Fixed towbar package 
MZ315440K1
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Bike carrier 
Capacity: 2 bikes. MZ314957

Hang-on bicycle rack
Capacity: 2 bikes. MZ315395
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Transport & Leisure

Rigid roof box 
380 liter capacity.
MZ315376

Rigid roof box 
480 liter capacity.
MZ315377

Rigid roof box 
630 liter capacity.
MZ315378

Roof base carrier 
Quick fix.
MZ315448

Ski carrier 
For 4 pairs of skies or 2 snowboards.
MZ315029
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05Quick reference list [Accessories]

Product group Product name Product description

EXTERIOR STYLING Door mirror cover set Chromed mirror cover set for RH&LH mirror MZ315421

Shark fin antenna Black MZ315422

Side garnish

Diamond pattern MZ315452

Brushed Silver MZ315452S

Piano Black MZ315452B

Tailgate garnish
Brushed silver MZ315449S

Piano black MZ315449B

Wheel cover For 15” steel wheel MQ006666

16" Alloy wheel
(excluding center cap)

Silver. Recommended tire size 195/55 R16 MZ315417

Grey diamond cut. Recommended tire size 195/55 R16 MZ315418

Black diamond cut. Recommended tire size 195/55 R16 MQ007864

17" Alloy wheel
(excluding center cap)

Grey diamond cut. Recommended tire size 205/45 R17 MZ315419

Grey diamond cut. Recommended tire size 205/45 R17 MZ315420

Black diamond cut. Recommended tire size 205/45 R17 MQ006665

Centrecap Black MZ315381

Lockable wheel nuts
For alloy wheel rim - Set of 4 - silver MZ315380

For alloy wheel rim - Set of 4 - black MZ315380B

INTERIOR & COMFORT Textile mat set FR+RR LHD Comfort Classic black needle felt mats; with Mitsubishi tag MZ315433

Textile mat set FR+RR LHD Elegance Premium velour with black single stitching and embroided COLT logo MZ315432

Rubber mat set FR+RR LHD COLT logo MZ315430

Smokers kit Ashtray, Cigarette lighter socket MZ315424

Entry guard Plastic entry guard, with COLT logo, set for RH&LH, only front, 2pcs MZ315428

Illuminated entry guard Plastic entry guard with white LED, with COLT logo,  
set for RH&LH, only front, 2pcs, battery & sensor operated MZ315429

Sport pedal
Sport pedal set for MT, Brushed alloy combined with rubber, 3pcs MZ315385

Sport pedal set for AT, Brushed alloy combined with rubber, 2pcs MZ315386

Armrest Front MZ315423

Travel & Comfort System Base unit for headrest mounting MME03C02 

Travel & Comfort System Attachment

Hook / bag hanger MME03C04

Fold table including bottle holder MME03C05

Coat hanger MME03C03

Magnetic phone holder
Adhesive mount installation MME03B01

Air vent installation MME03B02

Magnetic phone holder QI charger MME03B03

Side window deflector set Front windows MZ315439

SAFETY AND 
PROTECTION

Mudguards Can be used for front and rear, Mitsubishi Motors logo, 2pcs MZ315356

First aid kit DIN 13164 MZ315058

Safety pack First aid kit (DIN13164) , Warning triangle, Safety vest MZ315059

Safety vest Yellow, Packed in pouch bag with Mitsubishi Motors logo MME50722

Warning triangle Folds away for easy storage. Supplied in a durable lightweight case. MZ312957

Fire extinguisher 1KG - ABC Powder MZ315458

Separation rack Black-coated steel rack to separate the trunk space from  
passenger space.

MZ315425

Reversible trunk tray COLT logo - Only for HEV and ICE without Lower trunk storage shelf MZ315435

Trunk mat COLT logo - Only for HEV MZ315434

Trunk tray COLT Logo - Only for ICE w/ lower trunk storage shelf MZ315464

Rear bumper protection cover i.c.w. the trunk tray (MZ315464) MZ315464S1

Travel boot organizer MZ315394

Trunk net MZ312254

Bumper protection foil Self adhesive MZ315451

Sun blind Rear windows and rear screen MZ315437

Sun blind Rear windows MZ315438

Body cover Red & White Mitsubishi Motors logo MME01C01

Alarm MZ315354
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Wheel & tire sets

Product group Product name Product description  Part number

TRANSPORT & 
LEISURE

Fixed towbar package Fixed towbar, 13PIN towbar wiring harness, max. towing capacity: 
900kg; max. vertical load: 63kg. 12v Harness (MZ315367S1) needed  
to connect pin 9/10 for permanent or switched current.

MZ315440K1

Detachable towbar package Detachable towbar, 13PIN towbar wiring harness, max. towing 
capacity: 900kg; max. vertical load:63kg. 12v Harness (MZ315367S1) 
needed to connect pin 9/10 for permanent or switched current.

MZ315441K1

Retractable towbar package Retractable towbar, 13PIN towbar wiring harness, Switch, max. towing 
capacity: 900kg; max. vertical load:63kg. 12v Harness (MZ315367S1) 
needed to connect pin 9/10 for permanent or switched current.

MZ315442K1

Additional 12V towbar harness Add-on for towbar package. For permanent current (pin 9) or 
switched current (pin 10). To connect both, 2 add-ons are required.

MZ315367S1

Adapter socket 13-Pin to 7-pin MZ315268

13-Pin to 13-pin west MZ315270

Rear Bike carrier Capacity: 2 bikes; Max load 1 bike/2bikes: 25kg/45.8kg; 13-pins wiring 
connection, Mitsubishi Motors logo

MZ314957

Hang-on bicycle rack Capacity: 2 bikes MZ315395

Light board 7-Pin connection. i.c.w. Hang-on bicycle rack MZ315395S1

Roof base carrier QuickFix, Mitsubishi Motors logo MZ315448

Rigid roof box 380L , Mitsubishi Motors logo MZ315376

480L , Mitsubishi Motors logo MZ315377

630L , Mitsubishi Motors logo MZ315378

Roof bike carrier Aluminium exclusive type; with integrated lock; Mitsubishi Motors logo MZ315032

Steel type; with integrated lock MZ314156

Adapter for roof bike carrier Adapter kit to fit steel type bike carrier to roof base carrier MZ314156S1

Adapter kit for Fatbike wheels MZ315032S3

Adapter kit for carbon frame bikes MZ315032S2

Open luggage carrier Aluminum rack with black elements; 91x135 cm MZ314891

Tie down strap 1 Piece MZ311382

Load stop set 4 Pcs set; for aluminum bars only; Mitsubishi Motors logo MZ315035

Focal Music Premium 4.1 Speaker pack (4 speakers for front) MZ315398

Focal Music Premium 6.1 Speaker pack (4.1 speaker pack + 2 speakers for rear) MZ315399

PAINT PRODUCTS Paint pencil (12 ml) Touch up paint pencil, Clear coat MZ94ACCLR

Touch up paint pencil, Under coat Silver MZ942SUCS

Touch up paint pencil, Artic white solid MZ94AC369

Paint pencil set  
(color & clear coat, 12+12 ml)

Touch up paint pencil set, Sunrise red metallic MZ942SNNP

Touch up paint pencil set, Onyx black metallic MZ942SGNE

Touch up paint pencil set, Volcanic grey metallic MZ942SKQG

Touch up paint pencil set, Royal blue metallic MZ942SRQH

Spray can (150 ml) Paint spray can, Clear coat MZ93ACCLR

Part number Type Tire size Rolling
resistance

Wet
grip

External
noise

Partnumber
Wheel

MW5417SDUL
MW5417SDUR 16" Alloy wheel with Dunlop Winter Sport 5 tire  195/55R16 D B 72(B) MZ315417

MW5419HDUL
RMW5419HDUR

16" Alloy wheel with Dunlop SP Winter Sport 4D 
tire  205/45R17 C C 72(B) MZ315419

Equipment may vary by market. Please consult your local Mitsubishi Motors dealer/distributor for details.
For details about tire performance, please consult the EU Regulations website: https://eprel.ec.europa.eu
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06
Your car, our commitment.
Adventure with confidence 
Over 100 years of craftsmanship, passion and  
dedication go into the expert design and optimal  
performance of your Mitsubishi Motors vehicle. 

We’re confident in the quality of our vehicles  
and accessories, and we want you to feel the  
same. That’s why every new car comes with our  
SERVICECOMMITMENT/.

5-Year Genuine Accessory Warranty
Designed alongside your vehicle, Mitsubishi Motors 
Genuine Accessories are made to be the perfect fit. 
They’re carefully crafted with the same passion,  
expertise and testing to make sure every Mitsubishi 
is safe, durable and performing at the highest level. 
So you can be sure they’ll optimize the look, feel and 
capability of your vehicle. What’s more, all Mitsubishi 
Motors Genuine Accessories are covered by our 5-year 
warranty, so you can continue to drive with complete 
confidence.

5-Year Roadside Assistance
Our Roadside Assistance comes standard with every 
new vehicle and has been designed to enhance your 
Mitsubishi ownership experience by providing you 
with total peace of mind. Wherever the road takes 
you within Europe, you have access to 24/7 roadside 

MITSUBISHI SERVICE COMMITMENT

Our SERVICECOMMITMENT/

5-year vehicle warranty

5-year genuine accessory warranty

5-year Roadside Assistance

Free vehicle health check

8-year/160,000km battery capacity warranty

SERVICE 
COMMITMENT/

Free Vehicle Health Check
Get your Mitsubishi ready for the next adventure 
with a free check-up. Our expert technicians look at  
25 vital points to make sure your vehicle is running at 
the highest levels of performance and safety. All you 
need to do is contact your local dealer.

5-Year vehicle warranty
From bumper to bumper, every inch of your vehicle 
is covered for 5 years, or up to 100,000 kilometers.

Through our SERVICECOMMITMENT/ you can enjoy 
every journey with total peace of mind.
 
More information?
Get in touch with one of our dealers today.

assistance. Should you ever need assistance with your 
vehicle, just get in touch and we will be there for you.
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Every effort has been made to ensure that the contents of this publication were accurate and 

up-to-date at the time of going to press. This brochure has been produced featuring prototype 

vehicles. The right is reserved to change specifications, part numbers and features without prior 

notice. Please consult your Mitsubishi Motors dealer for up-to-date information. Some of the 

products or vehicles shown in the brochure may differ from the models available in your market. The 

colours shown in this brochure may differ slightly from the actual colours of the paint and materials 

used due to printing process. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced in 

any form or by any means, without the prior written permission of Mitsubishi Motors Europe B.V.


